INTRODUCTION

University is an essential phase of life in which character and intellect are molded and established. Expectedly, university outcomes will favour academicians and surrounding communities [1], [2]. This indicates the existence of a university whose campus planning, architecture, and landscape represent the civic art form and the social, cultural, and philosophical foundations of knowledge [3], [4]. Student housing, which fits criteria like proximity to campus, occupant homogeneity, and study requirements, is one of the most crucial building facilities in universities. A well-established university with extensive student amenities may have student housing. Student housing is an essential university asset required by students, the university, and even the surrounding neighborhood to balance the university's geographical and social conditions. For students, student housing influences their academic performance, reduces the expense of transportation, and facilitates social learning [5]–[9]. As a reflection of the complexity of the university's facilities to attract new students, the significance of student housing also affects the institution. At the very least, the increasing academic achievement of students influences the objective of a university to provide quality education [5]. Student housing is a response to the increased demand for student housing resulting from the massive expansion of higher education [10], and economically, it raises the investment in student housing provision with stakeholders [11]. In addition, student housing can serve as a quarantine and health center for students during an outbreak [12]. Moreover, the significance of student housing for neighborhoods is crucial for the social equilibrium of society. The phenomenon of studentification, which occurs when students mostly populate a neighborhood area, has been linked to the issue of the student housing shortage. Entirely housed students in on-campus housing can avoid the harmful effects of studentification on the surrounding community, such as imbalanced mixed communities, excessive student commodification, rising housing market prices, and changes in urban geography [10], [13]–[15].

As one of the most populated countries, Indonesia has an enormous number of university-aged youngsters affected by the student population. As a result, the number of higher education institutions is exploding in response to the demand of high school gradu-
ates to continue their studies. In addition, as the nation with the most significant Muslim population, Islamic higher education, including colleges, institutes, and schools, is expanding rapidly. The provision of student housing in Indonesia through a grant from the Ministry of Public Works and Housing or through construction by the school itself. The management philosophy of student housing mirrors that of the university. Also, Islamic colleges will manage their student housing with added Islamic education, sharia compliance, and extra-curricular activities. Islamic student housing (ISH) has the same significance for students as the nation’s future generation as conventional student housing. In addition, traditional ISH is the oldest Islamic institution and substantially impacts Indonesia’s educational environment. The concept of traditional ISH is also viewed as a possible alternative solution to today’s numerous educational problems[16]. In the past, traditional pesantren, an Islamic traditional boarding institution, provided only a boarding house and a non-degree-granting informal Islamic education program. In contrast, modern pesantren have access to formal educational institutions ranging from elementary to junior high and even high school. Notable pesantren frequently had universities linked with the institution they established. The prevalence of pesantren in Indonesia is symptomatic of the fact that the majority of Muslim families in the country choose this choice as the primary option for the Islamic instruction of their children. Also, the community frequently welcomes the presence of pesantren because it has a favorable impact on the students and the community as a whole[17]. Hence, pesantren was extended to students living in Islamic universities as an example of an Islamic-based educational boarding house.

Social sustainability is as vital as any other aspect of sustainability in planning, including material, energy use, technology, and building. Nevertheless, scholars emphasize the importance of social sustainability in designing and planning the built environment. Social sustainability is executed as placemaking that influences the happiness and health of individuals [18], [19]. Incorporating social sustainability issues into the planning of structures will strengthen the building’s relationship to the environment and sensitivity to nature [20]. In addition, understanding social sustainability in the context of the built environment will lead to avoiding social conflict and ethical dilemmas [21]. Moreover, the consideration of social sustainability is also a component of implementing Islamic values in architecture, which is strongly recommended in the design, planning, and development of Islamic values in the built environment to preserve the mutual culture toward social life enhancements [22]. In order to maximize Islamic education at ISH, it is necessary to incorporate Islamic values into the design and planning of ISH, fostering social connection as Hablum Minannas’s key virtue (connection to humankind) [23]-[25]. Given the significance of the quality of student living, an Islamic university should include Islamic architecture in its student housing. The exemplary implementation of Islamic architecture will inspire students to adopt Islamic ideals during their residence [17], [26]-[28]. Yet, the implementation of Islamic values in student housing must take into account local beliefs. The universality attribute confers flexibility on Islamic architecture, allowing it to be implemented everywhere and accepted by any race, culture, and customs, so long as it does not violate sharia [29], [30]. Thus, the design and planning of ISH must be recognized by the locality of architecture, and actors’ daily practices are inextricable from their culture, activities, and spatial arrangement [31]. Locality develops a physical concept of locality and a cultural perspective based on everyday activities from which spatial characteristics emerge [32], [33].

So, this research aims to investigate the locality mechanism in hospitality among students to develop a design framework for spatial hospitality in ISH. Analysis of social sustainability in urban and architectural environments to build evaluation tools mainly based on criteria and indicators that can assist stakeholders, architects, and planners in finding the most effective actions and strategies to promote social sustainability [19].

**SPATIALITY OF INDOONESIAN HOSPITALITY**

Hospitality is inherent to a community’s culture and rooted in behaviors that may endure. Globally, hospitality is not about industries such as hotelier, food and beverage, or MICE; instead, it is the cultural obligation to treat people with kindness [34]. In addition, the Islamic concept of hospitality can be interpreted as the social and cultural context in which it is practiced [35], [36]. A substantial amount of prior study on hospitality has been on housing that provides a guest-receiving area with levels of privacy and maintains family privacy [24], and other researchers discovered that hospitality involves social acceptance [37], [38], and a tight-knot correlation with privacy [39]. This past research demonstrates that housing in the Middle East must provide hospitality while protecting privacy. Consequently, it is intriguing to find a variety of cultures in Indonesian hospitality establishments. In archi-
tectural realms, these cultures include a variety of house designs and somewhat distinct spatial processes for dwelling [40].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>Nias</td>
<td>The shared hallway was a link to the neighbour’s home and bolstered the construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>Greater Jakarta</td>
<td>Updates the veranda’s function to receive visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>Sulawesi</td>
<td>Signage indicating social status based on guest seating position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>West Java</td>
<td>Gender-specific space for guests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>Sulawesi</td>
<td>The area of the house used to welcome guests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>Bangka</td>
<td>The area of the house used to welcome guests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>Yogyakarta</td>
<td>The proximity of guests influences the location of the reception area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Batak Toba</td>
<td>Function alterations in entertaining guests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>Yogyakarta</td>
<td>The front area, which was once utilized to receive guests, now serves multiple purposes rather than just one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>Sulawesi</td>
<td>Guests’ social status was used to identify the reception section of a room that served as both a reception area and a granary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>Sulawesi</td>
<td>Guests are seated based on their social status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>Yogyakarta</td>
<td>Gender-based reception of guests and provision of semi-outdoor space for the reception of guests and event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>Central Java</td>
<td>Created supplementary space to receive guests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>Yogyakarta</td>
<td>Gender-based guest reception as a manifestation of Islamic culture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indonesia, a living entity with distinct spatial dwelling processes, contributes to numerous hospitality mechanisms. Consequently, Indonesians have a strong character rooted in hospitality, which permeates their daily lives. Consequently, the hospitality mechanism in traditional Indonesian houses merits investigating hospitality values. It has been claimed that research on traditional house prices is necessary to investigate past lifestyle evidence [41]. This is a continuation of our previously published research on the topic of locality in Indonesian buildings [42], [43] and hospitality in the context of Indonesian architecture [44]. The hospitality aspect of traditional architecture represents the welcoming of guests by Indonesians. Indonesians believed guests were the most critical persons in the home and deserved the utmost treatment. This study’s apparent conclusion is that the mechanism for hospitality in traditional Indonesian houses has a variety of advantages, purposes, and meanings. The table 1 elaborates on the practices of hospitality from various Indonesian loci.

Previous research in the list above exhibits tangible and intangible hospitality practices. Tangibly, the spatiality of hospitality is manifested in the availability of space to receive guests. Intangibly, gender respect adds to how Indonesians treat visitors by offering a dedicated space for women.

METHODS

To achieve the purpose of this study, ISH senior students participated in our Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and completed an open-ended questionnaire. Focus Group Discussion is the major method for qualitative data collection and requires participant perspectives [59]. The information required for the study was the students living in ISH. Students were divided into smaller groups and asked to participate in a focus group discussion by acting as occupants of Islamic Student Housing. Hence, the Focus Group Discussion is the most effective method for gathering information from the participants, a group of student occupants. However, a select number of students in their sophomore or senior year remain to reside in the SH and assume leadership positions for each new class. To obtain statistics on the experiences students have had in ISH, participation from senior students is considered crucial, as older students often stay in ISH for longer durations. It is common practice for interviewees and interviewers to share their experiences and gain insight from one another.

The FGD was conducted in a private Islamic university in Semarang, a capital city of Central Java Province, Indonesia. This university is a well-known private Islamic university in town equipped with student housing buildings. Those buildings accommodate new students in first-year campus courses and enhance students’ Islamic values, which align with the university’s goals as an Islamic university. The ISH also employed senior students with specific requirements and grades to stay in ISH to supervise their juniors and assist the ISH officers in managing the new students. Several selected male and female students stayed eligible to be seniors in the upcoming period, called musyrif for
male and musyrijah for female senior students. Hence, those senior students have experience staying in ISH and became the participants of this study to participate in FGD.

This study used an inductive approach to analyze the raw qualitative data to produce a concise summary and establish a framework based on the participants' experiences supported by the data [60]. The raw data in this study consists of researcher-recorded and written FGD notes taken during an interactive conversation. The script and responses of interactive discussions are formatted in standard document formats to facilitate the researcher's ability to read and become acquainted with the file's themes or categories. The analysis then reaches the coding phase for each word, sentence, and paragraph. The coding may be in-vivo and similar to the phrases or derived from the real meaning of particular words. After coding a paragraph or specific sentences, the codes are linked to other relevant codes with relation names and are categorized into a single code or grouped into a specific code group.

FINDINGS

Participants were asked how they promote a sense of hospitality among housemates, roommates, and guests.

MALE PARTICIPANTS

According to the hospitality mechanism utilized by male students in ISH, the execution of intangible aspects took most of their time. It is believed that the participation of residents in various group activities improved their social connections and fostered a spirit of hospitality among the inhabitants. Participation in humorous activities such as watching movies, playing games, telling stories, and laughing can likely foster a sense of community. Islamic student housing maintains a comprehensive calendar of religious events for its residents at all times. So, it is intriguing to discover that one of the factors that foster hospitality among students is students' reminders to attend religious activities. Also, students were accountable for applying norms and agreements as intangible aspects of hospitality. Students' circles or institutions use stated, unspoken, written, and unwritten rules appropriately for disciplinary training, and these regulations make students closer. Finally, the availability of guest rooms as a substantial part of hospitality constitutes the facility to accept guests. The guest spaces have a typical layout and are utilized by students for personal and social activities.

Figure 1 depicts the primary characteristics of the hospitality mechanism among male students. Purple and blue codes represent the results of examining the relationship between hospitality and privacy. These regulations include self-respect, space agreements, the lobby, and the hall. Remarkably, there is a connection between privacy and the mechanism of hospitality because it links both real and intangible qualities. The lobby and the corridor are physical manifestations of the relationship between hospitality and privacy. On the other hand, space agreement, which evolved from self-consideration among occupants, is referred to as the intangible aspects that connect hospitality and privacy.

FEMALE PARTICIPANTS

![Figure 1. The establishment of hospitality among male students](image-url)
Compared to male participants, female ISH FGD reveals that most hospitality implementations involve intangible elements. However, providing venues for joint activities and visitors is critical to promoting the hospitality component among female students at ISH. Several events for female participants are claimed to have increased their social connections and fostered a spirit of hospitality among residents. They strengthen their bond through several enjoyable activities, such as dining, extracurricular activities, and sharing stories and laughter. Intriguingly, among the female residents of ISH, praying as part of their religious obligation is discovered to be a source of hospitality. In addition, students utilized norms and agreements as intangible parts of hospitality. For discipline training, spoken, unspoken, written, and unwritten rules are practiced accordingly by students’ circles or institutions; surprisingly, these regulations bring students closer together. Finally, the presence of guest rooms as a substantial part of hospitality constitutes the facilities for receiving guests. Students utilize the design to welcome guests and the guest facilities for private and communal activities.

Figure 2. The establishment of hospitality among female students

DISCUSSION

In the initial literature review, we propose that the mechanism for hospitality in traditional Indonesian houses had a variety of advantages, purposes, and meanings. In addition, several spatial functions were modified to accommodate guests and enhance the hospitality factor. The social status of the guests dictates the mechanism of hospitality, particularly concerning their honorable standing. Utilizing zoning to accommodate guests sufficiently and maintain the owner’s household's privacy is another technique of hospitality. Lastly, the hospitality mechanism has strong linkages to gender-based and Islamic values since spatial designs provide women with a protected and suitable location. The previous chapter analyzed hospitality as associated with privacy; however, the local value of traditional Indonesian houses is to welcome hospitality without disregarding privacy. Hospitality means greeting guests and treating them appropriately in a designated location and in a reasonable manner.

Nevertheless, hospitality does not only develop relationships with strangers; it also strengthens bonds with family members. The theoretical components of hospitality clarify spatiality, how to set up the space for guests, gender- and sociality-based guest reception, and the multifunctionality of hospitality space. The study on ISH suggests that locality values of hospitality from students' everyday practices are further explored in their connectedness with roommates and other ISH residents. However, the research revealed that receiving guests is also a form of hospitality in the ISH. It is somewhat unexpected that implementing hospitality among students at ISH goes beyond spatiality and reveals intangible activities. Restricting personal space during a stay in a multiuser ISH is an unintended consequence of hospitality established via intangible practices among other actors in ISH. The practices of hospitality found in Indonesian values from the scholars provide the awareness of provisioning a designated space to receive the guests. However, the study found that the practice of hospitality in ISH offers a broad hospitality aspect in terms of spatial and intangible aspects. The practices of hospitality revealed in the theoretical idea and the inquiry are displayed in the Table 2.
dining, sharing, and entertainment, are examples of hospitality practices. Several activities, including religious, cooking, and social events, also influence students’ ability to learn to respect their roommates and housemates. Consequently, mutual respect was developed through joint activities among roommates. Moreover, shared activities with roommates and housemates would strengthen students’ social connections concerning hospitality practices. Several activities, including religious, cooking, dining, sharing, and entertainment, are examples of ISH activities that students engage in to become closer to their roommates and housemates.

**IMPLICATION TO FUTURE DESIGN OF ISH**

The discourse about hospitality in ISH offers an awareness of underrated spatial planning that significantly impacts the experience stay of occupants. Based on the study, these spaces require deeper spatial planning in the provisioning of stronger social-connectedness among students:

- **Bedroom:** The fair and fair distribution of furniture and storage will lead to non-conflict roommates. Allocation of free space in the bedroom can enhance joint activity among occupants.

- **Corridor:** A space in front of the bedroom door found as the space that potentially enhances the hospitality aspects. Receiving guests from other rooms can be conducted in front of the door to avoid privacy exposure from inside the bedroom. Hence, a proper design to accommodate receiving guests can be proposed, such as a provisioning bench.

- **Open spaces:** The study proposed an interactive open space to attract students’ outdoor activities such as discussion, picnics, or extracurricular programs.

**CONCLUSION**

This study sought to elucidate the organizational aspect of hospitality in an Islamic Student Housing (ISH). This study’s apparent conclusion is that the hospitality mechanism in ISH can be established by the presence of particular spaces and activities that are intangible. The presence of a lobby exemplifies spatiality to receive guests, a hall to serve as a multifunctional gathering area, a corridor, and a bedroom to welcome roommate guests. In addition, the hospitality process in spatiality is also implemented within the bedroom through the distribution of furnishings and utilities and the approval of space agreements. Moreover, the hospitality mechanism is also practiced intangibly through agreements that develop mutual respect. Respect is also earned through consistent adherence to expressed or unspoken rules that form their social connections. Students develop closer to their roommates and housemates due to the activities they undertake together. This study suggests that the future design of ISH can better accommodate hospitality by considering the interior and external spatial of student housing. In addition, the practical application of hospitality enables students to engage in social bonding toward adopting Islamic ideals in human connections. This research was limited to the hospitality features of ISH as the embodiment of Indonesian regional values. The findings provide insight for future studies on ISH, particularly with Islamic values that consider locality.
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